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“This cover is a joke, unless you believe in
Jesus”

Palin 2012!

MY KINGDOM FOR SOME
WHORES

What college does this go to?

You know you’re a Koala editor when you were hoping that McCain/Palin
had won the election just so we could have all of the awesome parody porn
with milf look-a-likes (such as the one we review). Since we elected some
terrorist as a President I should probably be talking about how historically
significant blah blah blah who fucking cares? You don’t. You’re reading
the Koala for fuck’s sake. I’m going to talk about something YOU care
about: Partying and why you shouldn’t transfer to UCSB.
After spending 4 days wallowing in my own drunken vomit in the
party haven known as Santa Barbara, I’ve come to a stark and probably
uncommon epiphany: I actually really like UCSD. Yeah, you read that
right, I just said I prefer UCSD to a school like UCSB. Now, don’t get me
wrong, I’m absolutely a fan of spending 4 days with my cock in something
moist that isn’t your girlfriend, steel-belting my liver with as much alcohol
as most people drink in a year, but there’s something to be said about our
little microcosm of microphalluses.
The average Koala is basically at home in a place like Santa Barbara. The
girls have more STDs than you do, they pretend like they’re pretty smart
because they got into a UC, and drinking is more important than breathing
or dignity. Basically, the most degrading shit I could possibly do to some
slut in SB is the tip of the iceberg; they consider it part of a loving, caring
relationship. I can fuck them in a closet and never call them again and
it’s completely normal... Hell they might even join me for a burrito at
FREEB!RDS later the following day, provided I don’t get too clingy and
look them in the eye or anything. This much is obvious, so why would
I prefer UCSD? Well, if you haven’t read the K before, we’re basically a
bunch of attention-starved children. We want to do ridiculous things with
absolute impunity, we believe we’re invicible, and really it’s sort of cute that
we’re so stupid because it’s apparent we don’t understand consequences
butyou know what? It’s not that cute if EVERYONE else is like that. Sure,
we’re fucking hilarious but it’s about relative distinction, not objective
value.
You got so drunk you shit in all 4 pockets of someone’s pool table? Big deal.
You fucked 3 girls in one night? Call us when you’ve fucked 5. You wrote“I
HIDE MY FAT BELLY WITH THESE UGLY BAGGY SHIRTS AND GIVE
TERRIBLE HEAD” on your girlfriend’s forehead in henna yet convinced
her not to dump you? So did the entire soccer team. You’re nothing special
in SB until you actually graduate with a degree in something other than
communications or psychology or manage to maintain a normal sex life
without contracting a hitherto-unstudied STD. Now THAT’S fucking
impressive. THAT’S contradicting popular stereotypes.
At UCSD? It’s easy, don’t be retardedly obsessed with the fact that you’re
a minority, know how to shotgun a beer, tap a keg, and make a gravity
bong and you’re a fucking god. It helps to venture out of your dorm room
for something more than your engineering society meeting, too (and you
thought you could get out of it by googling? Typical). Plus, if you want
some dumb drunk slut you just have to take the 5 south to the 8 east and
exit College. Ask for “SDSU” close your eyes, drop your pants and start
poking. You’ll either penetrate some coked out frat boy or a similarly
intoxicated female and you’ll get all the STDs you could hope for and
none of the intellectual conversation that you’ll ironically also never get at
UCSD because despite being “nerds” all the girls here are fucking idiots.
How’s that for irony? Turns out being a “nerd” is just a euphemism for
being a girlfriendless virgin asian kid or a vapid pre-med slut looking for
some dick. Who knew?
Sincerely,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef
The Motherfucking Koala
“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds
allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of THE KOALA, its principal members and
the authors of the content of the publication. While the publisher
if this publication is a registered student organization at UC San
Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this
or any other publication published and/or distributed by THE KOALA are not endorsed by and do not represent
the views, opinions, policies, or positions of
the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the
University of California and the Regents
or their officers, employees or agents.
The principal members of each Student Media bear and assume full
responsibility and liability for the
content of their publication.”

send your submissions to editor@thekoala.org
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Top 5 Reasons Vote for Obama
1. Once we go black we can never go back.
2. Too mainstream, I only vote for
underground peeps.
3. Giving black youth a positive role model
sounds like the recipe for profit loss.
4. Creating jobs involves being able to keep
one.
5. If it ain’t broke don’t fix it! Or at least
don’t let a black guy fix it.
Top 5 Reasons White Men Didn’t Vote for
Obama
1. Superior Aryan stock has no need for
healthcare.
2. He looks like that guy your wife was
fucking.
3. Affirmative action got him into a better law
school than you.
4. Don’t need Change because they always
use plastic.
5. Wait... that is the guy my wife was fucking.
Top 5 Anti-Prop 8 Talking Points or
Slogans
1. Can we just stick to the issues and not
worry about why I’m wearing ruby slippers?
2. Yeah, but we want to be spiritually buttstuck together too.
3. I only get off on gay adulterous sex and
they don’t even have a section for that in the
video store.
4. We’re getting fucked pretty rough on this
one and this is coming from a man who takes
in the ass.
5. If this doesn’t get Lindsay Lohan to release
a lesbian honey moon sex tape, we promise
to repeal it next year.
Top 5 UCSD Based Goosebumps
1. Welcome to Dead House on Friday Night
2. Slanted Eyes: Can I Trust You?
3. Calling All Creeps! (admit day ‘09!)
4. The Campus Maintenance Crew from
Below (the poverty line)
5. Be Careful What You Wish For: How nonstop parties destroyed UCSD!
Top 5 Things to say After Blowing Your
Load in Someone’s Ears
1. How about a pearl necklace to go with
those pearl earrings?
2. Oh wait, that’s not your mouth? Where the
hell are my glasses???
3. You can’t have brain babies, right?
Because I’ll dig it back out.
4. There are girls on craigslist who have paid
me for that you ungrateful whore.
5. Can you hear me now?
Top 5 Signs You’re a Gay Bum
1. Seen holding a Cracktini wrapped in a

Why do you smell like meat farts?

A whole lot of nothin. Wait, I
thought the question was, “How
will the new administration be
different?” not what this space
is.

paper bag.
2. The shit stain in his pants isn’t from
drinking.
3. Your shopping cart has make shift holders
for scented candles.
4. Tries to sleep huddled together even when
it’s warm out.
5. Haven’t showered in weeks but your
asshole is shaved and bleached.
Top 5 Signs You’re the Creeper of the
Party
1. You Roofie all the guys’ drinks too, just in
case.
2. You bring an XL bottle of astro glide along
just in case things get dry when she passes
out.
3. You bring floor plans of the house so there
is no where to hide.
4. You’re only alone because your girlfriend
from Preuss was busy tonight.
5. The manager of Chucky Cheese has asked
you to leave the ball pit three times.
Top 5 17th Century Game Shows
1. Family Plus your Slaves Feud
2. The $100,000 Triangle Trade
3. The Arranged Dating Game
4. Wheel of Torture
5. Who Wants to be a heretic for knowing the
correct answers to these questions?
Top 5 Reasons to Read the Guardian
1. Need to make sure they printed your
classified ad.
2. It’s like foreplay for reading your
textbooks
3. Just in case it’s on the
final.
4. To see if they’ve run out
of euphamisms for “losing
sports teams” yet.
5. 5 solid pages of
coupons.
Top 5 Things I Do When
My List Entries Aren’t
Funny
1. blah blah blah
2. Laugh to myself about
how funny they are.
3. Hit myself with a banana
cream pie...nope, still not
funny.
4. Waste people’s time with
a long boring rigmarole
which is clearly going
nowhere but the reader
doesn’t know about it until
the very end and then they
feel so empty for having
wasted at the very least
twenty seconds of their life

reading it that they will never ever get back

and could have instead used more prudently,
haha I said prune, by enjoying a nice hot
tea or taking a walk with someone they
love but aren’t in love with and have been
meaning to fuck in order to make a master
race of unfunny fuckers like themselves who
will continue this list entry long after your
retarded ass is dead and so on and so on for
eons ad infinitum until kittens become cats
and cats make more kittens.
5. Call my parents and tell them I’m quitting
college.
Top 5 Signs That Bum Used to be a Stock
Broker
1. Insists he’s wearing a bluetooth when
caught talking to himself.
2. To bolster investment, he spreads a
speculative rumor that his turds are made of
gold.
3. Instead of change, begs for Park Avenue
for his new investment in McDonalds
Monopoly.
4. Enraged Etrade won’t accept 9 dollar
trading fee in nickels.
5. Pan handling in Chinatown is referred to as
“exploring the global market.”

Can you write lists
better than these? Then
come to a fucking
meeting!
Fridays at 4:20

I’m allergic to beer. Every time I drink a 12-pack, I break out in handcuffs.

WARNING: Koala Political Humor

John McCain FUCKS
Sarah Palin’s PUSSY and
she FARTS on his DICK
MAVERICK TEAM LEADERS

Straight-Talkin’ Lists
Top 5 Changes to the White House if John McCain had Won
1. Dinner never served later than 4:30.
2. Secret service replaced with Filipino nursing home assistants.
3. He builds a railroad across the lawn for the straight-talk express.
4. Finally gets internet in the White House when he signs up for AOL free
trial.
5. He tears the place down while in search of “Zachary Taylor’s Hidden
Gold.”

We’re in your
newspaper, forming
grammatically
correct sentences.

COUNTRY FURST

Top 5 Reasons McCain Should Have Won the Election
1. He’s been stuffing his face with Viagra for the last 3 hours... oh wait you
didn’t say erection.
2. To prove anyone can be President, especially if you’re a millionaire white
chrisitan male.
3. Creates a little ballot confusion by changing his name to “the real Barack
Obama.”
4. Hanoi secret mission in his head doesn’t allow failure.
5. Everyone knows Goose dies... but Maverick lives on.
Top 5 Voting Tips for Students from John McCain
1. Don’t forget to vote on November 12th.
2. Don’t break your hip before voting.
3. Remember to...uhm...remember that...
4. It’s your legal right, and comedy duty, to put in Ronald McDonald as a
write-in candidate.
5. None of your peers think voting is cool in any way.
Top 5 Pro-Prop 8 Talking Points and Slogans
1. It will ruin our sitcoms, as this zany plotline will no longer be an
absurdist fantasy.
2. ...yeah and I fuck my horse but you don’t see us wearing promise
bracelets.
3. If gays get married then who will our senators secretly fuck? Each other?
4. Do you really want to know what a gay bachelor party would be like?
5. We need to clean up the shit stains of this society.
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Top 5 Things George Bush did on Election Day
1. Activating Top Secret White House Self-Destruct Sequence.
2. Flying Air Force One to Iraq and declaring himself President.
3. Trying to beat the third level of Mario Galaxy.
4. Getting pissed off cuz there’s nothing else on TV besides this “Decision
2008” shit.
5. Voting for Obama.

All Cal Information Meeting

Our BIGGEST meeting! We will be raffling off TWO snowboards! Gear giveaways from Dakine, Essa, Oakley and more! Fun times for the whole family
(okay, maybe just your suite)!
Porter’s Pub November 19th 6pm.
6 UC’s + One Mountain + 7 Days = The AllCal (Whitefish, Montana)

We’ll be handing out club shirts and collecting membership/deposits...check
out the facebook event or email us at staff@sdboardclub.com 					
Check out sdboardclub.com and theallcal.com for more information!

Porter’s
Pub
wants
YOU
In case the phenomenal beer selection wasn’t
enough to entice you, Porter’s Pub has TWO
nights for you to showcase your talents!

WEDNESDAYS: Karaoke!
and

THURSDAYS: Open Mic Night!
Porter’s pub is located in the Old Student
Center. Bring your axe, or just your vocal
chords and be a STAR, Porter’s style!

WOULD THE REAL HITLER PLEASE
STAND UP?
If you retards were right and
Bush were actually anything like
Hitler, we wouldn’t be getting
our asses handed to us by a
bunch of towel heads, selling
our shoelaces to the vets near
campus (panhandling is recessionproof!) so they can make bum
soup, or struggling to keep a bunch
of drug-addicted beaners out of our
country. There weren’t any jews
hopping fences to get into Nazi
Germany. Think about how
much better off we would be
with Hitler when you say stupid
shit like this.
Love,
The Koala

WARNING:
OUR COMPETITORS USE
SILICONE IN THEIR CHEESE

We deliver to
campus!

Their food is about as (858) 550-0406
real as these melons.
See our menu at
Regents Pizza. Real
http://www.
Food, Real People,
regentspizza.com
Real Good.

NAILIN’
PAYLIN
a porno in review
DVD courtesy of Hustler Video

Since the election, it seems like every retard that
I come in contact with asks me the same snarky
question: “So...how does, you know...the KOALA feel
about the new President. Huh? Heh...you know,
how do you guys like, respond, man.” Usually I
say something like, “Oh it’s okay, my friends in
the Aryan Nation assure us he’ll be dead before
inauguration.” The truth of the matter is, I don’t
really give two shits. Seriously, I fucking hate
all of you idiots and if you just sort of intuitively
knew why I hate you and your messiah-driven
obamagasm, well, I wouldn’t really hate you
anymore.
This porn is everything that is right with the world and sums the propert reaction to the election: When reality makes you take a step back
and wonder if someone like Woody Allen is actually some kind of real-world manifestion of God, but not like, jesus because Woody is a jew
and not the kind of jew that jesus was because that was the crazy kind of jew that performed all these barbaric rituals and believed in fairytales and shit...anyway, when you’re faced with a person like Sarah Palin, the correct thing to do is not simply say, “fuck her” but to actually do
it. Horrrible tit-job and all.
How do you actually review a porn? I watched it with a girl and we had sex later, so I guess it’s a phenomenal film. You might be asking
yourself, “why not print a photo of the star impersonating Palin?” First of all, fuck you. Second of all, if you haven’t noticed all it takes to
look like Sarah Palin is a pair of glasses and some bangs. Sarah Palin, Lisa Ann, Lisa Loeb, Tina Fey...Fuck put a pair of glasses on your fat cow
girlfriend and have her keep saying “you betcha!” when you ask her if it’s good. No seriously, try it. It’s what I did after I watched it.

KOALA vs BOARD sloshball
or: How Board Club Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Getting Fucked.

There’s something about fightin’, cheatin’, sloshin’, and fuckin’ that we’re just genetically predisposed for.
The score ladies and gents: 27 to fucking 10. One more time, TWENTY FUCKING SEVEN RUNS to their paltry TEN RUNS. If they
were all of the same minority, it would certainly be categorized as a “massacre” but let’s be technical here and just call it a “slaughter.”
Also, Catholic School, being Guamish, getting your friends laid while you jerk off alone and being constantly ridiculed by your friends is
apparently the recipe to be an ideal sloshball player. Must be all the pent up RAAAAGE.

Board tard didn’t know we had
started the drink-off because of two
gloves. Typical.

Our editor beats their best drinker in the second
consecutive drink-off. The first one was a “tie” (read:
excercise to warm up their vaginas)

This is what a Guamish person
looks like. The guns come from
chronic masturbation.

Guess what I have? It rhymes with slurpies!
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5 WINKS- Across the room, you have uncontrollably begun jizzing on her glasses.
4 WINKS- Reporters from CNN and MSNBC begin humping the podium.
3 WINKS- John McCain manages to get a semi-chub.
2 WINKS- She has to wink 3 more times to to give you a boner.
1 WINK- You glance, but just for a second, away from her tits.
Pi is for Pussy 10/25
We originally set out to write a review
for a Kappa Sigma (“Kappa who?”) party, but knew that it was a bad sign when
they refused our terrorist lines of “do you
know which genius comedy paper at ucsd
i write for?” Failing that, we had to pay
out this gigantic tool in cigarettes just to
let us in the house. Plus one star for the
pretty rad house, but minus one star for
said tool. Just as we began to fill two red
cups with brew when we heard screams
of “The motha fuckin cops are here!!!”
“no wait, stay!!!” “Seriously get the fuck
out of here!!” It was literally more confusing than mixed messages from a psycho ex girlfriend. It quickly turned into
an abusive relationship when we saw
three cops emerge at the door who luckily didn’t smell our Stone Ale breath.
As we left, within earshot of the cops,
our very own Sarah Palin yelled “WHO
WANTS TO AFTER PARTY????” Then
by some unforeseen events we unfortunately ended up at a pike after party that
reeked of RIMAC towels, GHB and Protein shakes. Seriously, there was a coke
party’s amount of protein powder on the
counter. We even witnessed several Pike
guys doing lines of the power on eachother’s asses. Obviously trying to improve the party, I surveyed the room for
beer even venturing to the shanty fridge
which was empty except for the frozen
balls of Pike rushees. They flipped out
that I saw the secret to a successful PIKE
Rush and immediately got more up in
my grill than a defensive lineman. Nick
calmed me down and they yelled for us
to be tossed out into the street. Nick even
fought off a homosexual Bon Jovi lookalike who tried to man-handle us (and
liked it). As we agreed to leave to forsake
our assholes, I subtly mentioned something to the effect of, “this will receive
a nice little review in the Motha Fuckin
Koala.” The changed look on their faces
showed me that they turned from bitch
mode to blowjob mode and quickly began apologizing to us but STILL not giving us booze. God Pike, work on your
persuading skills. With your abilities you
couldn’t get Star Jones to fuck you. Just
before we peaced, this tool (who was
incidentally born with a trucker hat on)
made a few last pathetic cock grabs but
my common sense has made sure that
my dick will forever be flaccid for any
party Pike throws. So terrible I lost count
of stars midway through. Zero for effort.

ZERO
Kappa Sig Party 10/11
We roll up to the party and pay
the bullshit $3 cover to discover the official Asian Party Quota was way more
than filled (I saw an Asian chick blowing an Asian dude on the couch, which

would have been cool if I had a fetish
for Asian dudes). The Koalas grabbed
the few beers they had there and started
pounding them down in true alcoholic’s
fashion. They ran out pretty early, leaving only some jungle juice, but I still got
drunk enough. After stumbling around
the house in circles for a while, I noticed
our editor and his beer die partner making their naked lap, a good sign. Some
time later, I came back into the kitchen
for another round of jungle juice and
witnessed the most hilarious, belligerent
rendition of the Chili Peppers’ “Otherside” sung by everyone at the party, the
highlight of the night. After some more
stumbling around, I talk to some of the
Kappa Sig guys and they seem pretty
cool, not the standard cock-gobbling asshole frat guys I’m used to encountering.
At that point, the party was going pretty
well, until all of a sudden, some huge
cunt at the top of the stars starts bitching
at the top of her lungs that she’s kicking us all out early. It was some bullshit
that ruined an otherwise decent party.
In summation, I’d liken this party to
a girl giving her first blowjob; not the
best, but you really like that she’s trying
hard so it almost makes up for that little
bit of teeth she throws on there. Almost.

Oriental Oasis Party 9/24
You know, they pump up how great
foam parties are, how usually they
have naked girls covered in foam running around chasing you, but this one
sucked. It was probably the type of
foam we used; beer. They had a faulty
tap and all night we likely wasted most
of the beer and got drunk off of simply
fumes, which can suck a cock. That was
my main complaint of this party, but still
pretty fucking bad. I mean come on, really? UCSD has plenty of mechanical
engineering majors yet NOBODY can
fix a tap. Typical. Speaking of mechanical engineering majors, I was at the keg
lecturing everyone that it was a faulty
tap and they should trust me because i’m
a mechanical engineering major. This
fat asian chick waddles over to me and
barks “uh typical UCSD student.” I then
progress to yell at her “Shut up, you’re a
fat Asian chick,” as this chick lumbered
away to have a cigarette. DJ and I began
our journey for the Holy Grail; scavenging cupboards for Vodka and selecting
the finest chicks to share it with. All of
a sudden, I spotted two very hot, very
drunk chicks cling onto the wall for dear
life while eye fucking the shit out of us.
I walk over with a smile and started a
conversation while tenderly wrapping
my arm around her waist. A man behind
us yells “they’re whores,” obviously bitter and blue-balled. Shortly after, I was 5

minutes from going in to make out with
her. DJ was in the exact same position.
In a flash the 2 chicks were off quicker
than a dress on prom night. They ran
back to their Asian “boyfriends” while
we chased them and harassed their boyfriends. I then yelled with a glorious shit
eating grin, “You need to control your
girlfriends!!” We walked outside to be
confronted by two Asian chicks who
were pissing us off, so I pulled down
my shorts and told them, “Goodnight,
Moon.” 2 stars because it’s comforting
knowing there’s drunk sluts out there
that cheat on unsuspecting Asian dudes.

Board Club ABC Party
I, being a freshman, have gotten a rough sampling of what UCSD
calls parties over the last two weeks
and without a question SD board club’s
Anything But Clothes party was by far
the best party I’ve been to at UCSD.
Not only did they not even come close
to running out of alcohol like most of
the Frat parties did, but really drunk
plus the mandatory dress code shifted
revelry into 6th gear pretty fast. It was
one of those nights where EVERYONE
got over the edge drunk (+2 stars). As
we approached the peak of the night a
crowd formed around some chick getting her bush, ironically enough,eaten
out by some guy in a the middle of
a giant bush (+800 stars), but (-700
stars) for the awkwardness of everyone
watching for more than 5 minutes and
then seeing the girl everywhere. (+3
stars) for watching a freshman boy who
shall remain anonymous get so drunk
he made out with a guy and (+10 stars)
for seeing him realize what he was doing mid face suck. (-1 star) for creepy
guy who pulled out a tazer and then
peed in the garage but (+2 stars) for the
guys who jumped him. At one point, the
alcohol consumption became so over
the top, literally, all the good puke spots
were taken. Decent amount of drunk
girls, could have used more, but here at
the Koala we have an insatiable appetite
for drunk girls so (-1/2 stars only). I
would say the night would have gone
better if I hadn’t gotten so drunk I
couldn’t even realize when i was getting
hit on in between vomiting sessions.
Finally, (+ 2 stars) for the feeling of accomplishment I got when I awoke wearing nothing but a few sheets of disheveled newspaper loosely taped to cover
my balls. Bottom line is everyone got
drunk, everyone had fun, and the cops
never came. Just goes to show you that
you don’t have to sell your individuality
to a Frat/sorority to have a good time.

How many more empty bottles of Vodka till I get a free pink elephant?

KOALA
PERSONALS
We did not write these personals. They
were supposed to go on bill o’rielly’s
teleprompter.

When I think of a bloated asian girl corpse, my
penis becomes very erect. The thought of inhaling
the aroma of rotting flesh and then drinking the
fetid internal juices turns me on very much. I had
submitted an entry in the spring 2006 issue one
newspaper but it seems that it was too “offensive”
for some of the koala staff. I apologize. I have
devised a new way of cooking a girl alive which
will yield the most tender meat and best results.
Simply carve a cavity into the backside of the
female (K-BAR is my personal tool of choice) and
insert an electric immersion heater. Before this,
make sure that you have injected any flavorings
and marinade into the individual while she is still
alive. Turn on the heater to a lower setting so that
the whole body can be cooked slowly and evenly.
Your meal will be ready in approximately 16-20
hours depending on the wattage of the heater.
After consuming the entire body (depending on
the weight of the individual it may take up to 2
weeks) you will feel very powerful. It is the best
way to rejuvenate yourself after an intense finals
week.

USC, now I’m here at UCSD. What do people do
around here? What’s this studying crap I see so
many Asians doing? Is there a frat house with old
wood floors sticky from cum and beer and puke I
can hang my hat at? And where’s the glory hole at
Muir? I was told there was a no-questions-aksed
receptacle hole with an RA behind it...

You abuse the little dick that you have. You suck!
You are two feet tall and no one really listens to
any of the shit you say. Come out of the closet.
Take your two inch penis and shove it up your
ass.

hey asians who think that they are better than
white people and laugh about them behind our
backs. . .if you guys are so much better than us,
why don’t you even look us in the eye when you
see us? yeah, thats what i thought.

PS. Palin is one milfy hockey mom...love to do her
between periods...

Let’s say I was rimming a freshman girl for her
first time, and when she comes she squeals hard
enough to groundhog a Snickers. Is it good form
to: A)stay “on topic” and take it like a man, B)grab
the sanitary wipes that you’ve strategically placed
nearby to run interference and clean up or C)
swill some Bacardi 151, (also strategically placed
nearby, in not inconsiderable volume) and liberally
douse the whole region, then continue with your
tossed salad? What if she’s on her period at the
same time, near peak flow? I seem to opt for C)
if only because eating the mixture of her shit, her
menses and the 2 hour old cum she refused to
Gerrett Berg
douche out from your roommate this morning
could make me violently ill enough to try to want
You are a fucking cokcsucker. I can not believe you to do it again. It’s certainly preferable to studying.
suck so much cock. Take a bow.
Any comments?

You are two feet tall, no one likes you. So go jack
off your two inch dick while you look at kiddie
porn of guys and if sungod sucks this time, plan on
way more of these messages.
Please leave our school and go to a gay bar. Rusty
Rod...the best gay bar in San Diego.
<3 all of UCSD.
I, like, graduated in the mid ‘80s from UCSD. I
forget what it’s like. Can you guys remind me?
WANTED: freshman girl no taller than 5’, 120
lbs max., flat top head and vacuum cleaner lips,
recently serviced at dealer, with on/off button and
cord permanently wired to 220. Must be receptive
to rough play and enjoy servicing all of lower 48.
Did I say submissive? Oh yeah...one more thing...
no hair extensions whatsoever...they come off
when I yank...and must have daddy’s credit card on
account downtown at Pearl st. Liquors...must enjoy
extended stays down in musky male regions...
Since I didn’t get into Cal State Northridge or

Rub your finger on this
box to reduce your white
guilt and look like Obama!

And the Lord said, “Lo’, looketh upon thy
bed without thy beer goggles and if thou
madeth the beast with two backs, yet one
of the beast still lyeth in thy bed, cry out
for salvation. The Koala personals shall
be thy vehicle.”
Pe

ek
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Submit your personals at bama!
thekoala.org/personals.html

